1975 BMW 2002
Lot sold

USD 24 120 - 31 356
EUR 20 000 - 26 000 (listed)

Year of manufacture
Mileage
Number of seats
Drivetrain
Lot number

1975
10 000 km / 6 214
mi
2
2wd

Drive

RHD

Condition

Used

Location
Fuel type

Petrol

Exterior colour

Other

Car type

Other

8226441

Description
<b><a href="https://auction.catawiki.com/kavels/8226441-bmw-2002-1975?
utm_source=ClassicDriver&utm_medium=coop&utm_campaign=Classic Cars-UK">Click here to view
this car</a><br /></b>BMW 2002 Automatic of 1975This beautiful vintage car is in a sublime State.
This model was built from 1968 to 1975. The car had and has a very sporty look. With its low weight
(940 kg) combined with the spicy 2 litre engine with 100 HP, the car is still very fast. The data is
particularly increasing comfort and gives the car a lot of suppleness.This BMW is from new up to the
year 2000 of 1 German owner. In 2000 to Netherlands and Netherlands both in Germany as always
dealer maintained. The car has a demonstrable mileage of 158,000 km. Engineering and bodywork
are in very good condition. Three years ago, the car professionally repainted in the original BMWcolor Chamonix, a charming appearance. The original books in the car, as well as various accounts, a
recent valuation report and earlier prizes won. See pictures.The Interior is in neat State and the auto
exhibits very slight traces of use. Front seats, rear seat, side panels and sky are flawless. No rust or
other woes. The optional, original aluminium BMW rims (5 pieces) are like new and fitted with new
Michelin tyres. A rare beautiful and very cool BMW with automatic transmission and electrically
operated sliding roof, which still will go for very many years driving pleasure. The car is by his age of
41 years of course exempt from road tax and the technical inspection (APK) is valid to may 2018. For
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sales abroad will be included the export document. Ideal for the drive from historical rallies, but
certainly interesting as an investment for the future, given the increase in the value of this type of
BMW.The first recommendation should the car before bidding. The car can be seen (also on the
bridge) in Valkenswaard, Netherlands.<b><a href="https://auction.catawiki.com/kavels/8226441bmw-2002-1975?utm_source=ClassicDriver&utm_medium=coop&utm_campaign=Classic CarsUK">Click here to visit the auction</a></b>
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